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Private William A. Collins of Statesville, NC, Company C of the 48th North 

Carolina Infantry Regiment from March 1862 until his death in December 1862.

Death certificates – a short history



3 year old Franciszka Pawlowska (1913-1915) dies of diphtheria in Detroit.

Causative organism Corynebacterium diptheriae

Death certificates – a short history



• 1928 Fleming’s chance observation of inhibited bacteria

• Late 1930s penicillin is purified by Florey, Chain & Abraham

• 1940 clinical tests begin

• By the end of WWII large-scale production is underway on 2 

continents and the antibiotic era has begun

But…

• 1940 Abraham & Chain report E. coli enzyme able to “destroy 

penicillin”

• 1942 penicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus reported

Nevertheless, penicillin & myriad other antibiotics that came after, 

revolutionised the treatment of bacterial infection

https://www.sciencehistory.org/historical-profile/howard-walter-florey-and-ernst-boris-chain

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5403050/

The Miracle of Antibiotics - Then

https://www.sciencehistory.org/historical-profile/howard-walter-florey-and-ernst-boris-chain
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5403050/


• Gradual decline in antibiotic effectiveness over decades

• Classic illustration of evolution in action

• Bacteria have become more resistant

• Development of new antimicrobial classes & agents diminished

• Infections irrelevant to multiple generations important again
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• 2013 CDC Report on AMR

• 2014 O’Neill Report

https://www.cdc.gov/drugresistance/pdf/ar-threats-2013-508.pdf

https://amr-review.org/sites/default/files/AMR%20Review%20Paper%20-

%20Tackling%20a%20crisis%20for%20the%20health%20and%20wealth%20of%20nations_1.pdf

The Pandemic that Kills Hardly Anyone

“CDC estimates that in the United States, more than two million people 

are sickened every year with antibiotic-resistant infections, with at least 

23,000 dying as a result. The estimates are based on conservative 

assumptions and are likely minimum estimates. They are the best

approximations that can be derived from currently available data.”

Given the severe lack of data, the studies we commissioned are 

necessarily based on high-level scenarios of what is likely to happen. 

They are a broad brush estimate, not certain forecasts. 

https://www.cdc.gov/drugresistance/pdf/ar-threats-2013-508.pdf
https://amr-review.org/sites/default/files/AMR%20Review%20Paper%20-%20Tackling%20a%20crisis%20for%20the%20health%20and%20wealth%20of%20nations_1.pdf


• Death certificates don’t refer to antimicrobial resistant infections

• Creates the impression no-one is dying of these infections

https://www.bmj.com/content/362/bmj.k3832

Skip to the End in La La Land

Davies said: “One of the problems is that families often don’t

know that their relative’s death was because of infection, and

they’re rarely told that the infection was resistant to treatment

because it looks as if the NHS is failing. We shy away telling

that last bit.”

“Meanwhile, death certificates don’t really collect the data. I

would love death certificates to record when people die of

infection and if resistance has been involved, because that would

wake people up to these deaths.”

https://www.bmj.com/content/362/bmj.k3832


• In order to address a problem, you have to know the 

magnitude of the problem 

• Death certificates may be one way of estimating the size of 

the problem, but may be too crude

Don’t Ask, Don’t Know

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1057/hsq.2009.4

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1057/hsq.2009.4


Death certification

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1057/hsq.2009.4

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1057/hsq.2009.4


• Looked for codes in Boxes 1 & 2

Death certification

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1057/hsq.2009.4

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1057/hsq.2009.4


Death certification

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1057/hsq.2009.4

Meaning of this study

This study shows that certifiers are most likely to report MRSA 

or septicaemia on death certificates when patients die during, or 

very soon after, acute bacteraemic illness, when it is most likely 

to contribute substantially to risk of death. They report 

septicaemia, but not MRSA, in the first two days, before 

laboratory results are available

• 5,318 MRSA bacteraemia

subsequently linked to a death in 

the two years of the study

• 261 (4.9%) certificates show

MRSA the underlying cause

• 498 (9.4%) mention MRSA

• 41 S. aureus (not MR) mentioned

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1057/hsq.2009.4


• Bacterial infections can be treated with antibiotics

• Diagnosis of a serious bacterial infection is followed by 

a second round of tests, Antimicrobial Susceptibility 

Tests, or ASTs

• ASTs help doctors prescribe the “best” antibiotic

– Before AMR, a “best guess” antibiotic could pretty reliably 

treat infection, so ASTs weren’t so important

– With rising AMR, “best guesses” work less often, making 

ASTs more important than ever

A Quick Shuffle Through AST-Land



A Quick Shuffle Through AST-Land

2 main approaches

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41579-020-0327-x

https://www.bmj.com/content/362/bmj.k3832


ASTs fall into 2 categories

1. Genotypic/genomic tests

– Rapid, no growth step 

required

– For known resistance targets, 

can be very accurate

– Cannot detect unknown 

resistances

2. Phenotypic tests

– Slower, rely on growth

– Totally comprehensive,

detect ALL resistances

A Quick Shuffle Through AST-Land



• We know AMR is a huge problem

• But net effect of variation is we don’t know how big the problem is

Eyes Wide Shut

https://bmcmedicine.biomedcentral.com/track/pdf/10.1186/s12916-018-1073-z

https://bmcmedicine.biomedcentral.com/track/pdf/10.1186/s12916-018-1073-z


• Surveyed C. difficile infection & reporting in US states and territories

• Identified legislative & pragmatic approaches to improving data

C. difficile as an Example

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4514439/

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4514439/


Alarmed 
• We know AMR is a huge problem

• Lots of hand-waving, headlines & angst

• But bottom line is we don’t know how big the problem is

• Makes it hard to persuade that urgent action is required

→Alert

• Need better data

• Make AMR notifiable/reportable?

• Data, data, data

Alarmed but not Alert



Transitioning to Alert

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6022393/

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6022393/


Thank you for the opportunity to present

Happy to take questions

Dr Christine Carson

Senior Research Fellow
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Email: christine.carson@uwa.edu.au
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